Wild About Baby Gifts

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

Finding the best gift for a baby can be harder than it seems
when you enter the jungle of toys and gear designed for the
pre-tot set. Ideally, you should try to gift a baby with something that will aid it its development, foster its growth, hold
its attention (at least for a while) and please the parents (who
have to hear-assemble-operate or otherwise assist with it).
But, more importantly, it should be fun and engaging – so
the child will respond to it and interact with it. The best
baby gifts are those that show the thought that went into the
design and provide versatility for a child developing at the
fastest pace in their life. The following recommended items
are plucked from the jungle of toddler toys and baby gear to
make worthwhile additions to the nursery or playroom.

by Gerry Paige Smith

Musical Lion Walker

Gymini Move and Play

Before they take their first steps,
the Musical Lion Walker will already
be a familiar friend to the baby ready
to walk. With its ‘grow-with-me’ design, a sitting baby will find plenty of
busy activities to help hone their fine
motor skills and enhance their sensory
responses. The walker features eight engaging hands-on activities including the Lion’s rollerball ears, clacker bead toes, and
light up nose, all of which boost babies physical control. Once
tots start to pull-up from the knees, the four-wheel base and
sturdy handle make this rolling lion ready to prowl. With lights
and sounds that accompany the walker function, it’s going to
be a fast forward romp through the jungle as baby takes the
first steps on a big journey!

Having a dedicated play mat
for baby to lay and play on while
they are in the pre-crawling stage
is a given. Getting a play mat that
does everything the Gymini can…is
priceless. With a large mat space, there’s room for caregivers to join
the play or the extra border area can be easily snapped together
to create a cozy enclosure to enhance baby’s sense of security.
The activity arches above can be adjusted, bringing the action in
reach of little hands or move the hanging toys right down to baby’s
level during tummy time. The colorful wildlife theme offers a monkey
teether, peek-a-boo elephant ears and a host of other sensory
stimulation for baby to explore. The mat itself is portable, washable,
and the toys are detachable to accompany the kid on the go! The
Gymini’s stimulating options combine with some very sensible adjustability to make the Gymini Activity Gym one of the best available!

(Fisher-Price)

(Tiny Love)

Musical Stack &
Play Elephant

Rain Forest Peek-a-boo
Musical Mobile

(Tiny Love)

(Fisher-Price)

Irresistible at a glance, this playful
pachyderm weighs in with everything
he needs to be the most popular plaything among the peewee set. While the
elephant is ideal as a soft, traditional ring
stacker, the colorfully patterned rings can also link together independently for a different kind of exploration, motor skill development and play. The stack-and-play also functions as a responsive game with the four balls included. When tots drop balls into
the crown of the elephant’s head, the balls re-appear - with great
fanfare (music and lights) - at a little door opening at the bottom.
The outstanding combination of thoughtful design and engaging
function in this Musical Stack & Play Elephant definitely put it at
the front of the best-baby-toy herd!

With delightful rainforest creatures moving slowly through the canopy of leaves to
engage little eyes, the Rain Forest Peek-a-boo
Musical Mobile adds a smart variety of movement and sound that is designed to soothe
and relax baby for bedtime or naps. With
the touch of a button, caregivers can play gentle music including
classical Mozart, Bach and Beethoven or choose the mesmerizing
sounds of the rainforest. Special settings and remote control allow
parents to select from three combinations of sound, movement and
duration for baby’s needs. The Rainforest Mobile can also transform
into a music box and nightlight as baby grows into toddler territory
down the road. Versatile, effective and sturdy, this mobile is a sweet
jungle dream for crib comfort.

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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A Page in a Book
by Gerry Paige Smith

Being Better Than the Bully
Everyone encounters a bully, sooner or later. Your child will meet the kid who - through
ignorance, anger or meanness - simply turns on his peers with rude, hurtful and pushy behavior. You can help your child avoid being a victim, caught off-guard by bullying, by introducing
the signs and actions that fall into this unpleasant realm. Understanding the forms of bullying
may help your young reader avoid being picked on, know what to do if it starts, and learn not
to mimic bullying behaviors themselves. The following titles take a light-hearted look at bullying
while offering gentle suggestions that may help children to navigate these troubling situations,
and more importantly, to behave better than the bully.

Lion vs Rabbit

by Alex Lattimer (Peachtree)
All of the animals of the savannah are tired of being bullied by Lion who delights in playing
cruel pranks on them. In an effort to stop Lion’s mean behavior, the animals advertise a reward to
anyone who will come to deal with their problem. The first three applicants try their strength, size
and speed against Lion – but each fails to defeat him. When the last taker, a small rabbit, arrives
to challenge the bully, Lion is so confident of victory that he agrees to several competitions. But
Rabbit has a smart plan to ensure that Lion cannot win any of them. With humorous illustrations
and a very clever storyline twist, “Lion vs Rabbit” is a delightful tale of a lofty bully brought back
to earth by strength in numbers.

Bad Apple

by Edward Hemingway (G.P Putnam’s Sons / Penguin)
Mac is a shiny red apple who loves to read, to go on adventures and is - by all reports - a
good apple. But when he wakes up one day to meet Wil, a worm that’s taken up lodging in his
head, Mac discovers a friend who completes him in all his activities. They begin to do everything together, sharing the closest bonds of friendship. But soon the other apples begin to tease
Mac, and call him mean names, a ‘bad’ apple because he has a worm in his head. The cruelty
is enough that Wil leaves in the night, so his friend won’t be bullied further. But Mac learns that a
true friend is far more valuable that the opinions of small-minded crab apples, and he sets out to
get his best friend back. With an uplifting message of staying true to yourself and your friends,
in spite of teasing from bullies, “Bad Apple” is a delicious testimony to loyalty and personal
strength!

Llama Llama and the Bully Goat

by Anna Dewdney (Viking / Penguin)
With her deft hand at exploring emotionally delicate childhood situations, “Llama Llama”
author Anna Dewdney turns her talents toward bullying in her newest title. Gilroy Goat is the new
“kid” in school and he quickly alienates most of the class with his bad behavior. He mocks the
other students, disrupts the lessons and calls the other pupils mean names. The children try to
avoid him and focus on their own play, but Gilroy becomes impossible to ignore as he becomes
more aggressive. When Llama Llama enlists the help of the teacher, some time-out and direct talk
puts the “bully” goat onto the friendlier path to making friends. This gentle exploration of bullying
is ideal for very young children with its sound advice to involve an adult and its optimism that bad
behaviors can change for the better.
Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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